
 

GRUPO QUERO JC-ELECTRONICS SPAIN, S.L.U.
B-78964368
C/ REGORDOÑO, 13
28936 MÓSTOLES - MADRID (ESPAÑA)

MAIL:
OFERTAS@QUEROAUTOMATION.COM

TELÉFONOS:
+34 91 685 24 03

COMMERCIAL CONDITIONS
GRUPO QUERO JC-ELECTRONICS

SPAIN S.L .U.

*For equipment breakdown service, the fixed cost of repair is 150€ + transport costs and cannot be paid the same 
as the transport costs that can be generated.

*For standard exchanges, you must first send the damaged part by paid ports, upon reception and reference 
check, we will send you a *part with the same reference or 100% compatible.

*For advance exchange, we firstly send the part to avoid machine stoppage, this service is valid for customers 
with open credit. New customers will be billed ISD and upon receipt of the part we process credit difference. 
*part with the same reference or 100% compatible..

*For repairs, once the part has been received, we will check it´s status, informing you of the repair situation. The 
parts must include all components according to reference, assembled and not manipulated. Parts composed of 
several references will be quoted separately. The correct functioning of the repaired part and not of the assembly 
is only assumed if the repair of the whole assembly is not accepted.

*The shipment of parts, supposes a confirmed order from the customer as per the quoted parts. In the case of 
not receiving confirmation, purchase order, or order number within 10 calendar days, upon confirmation of 
quote, we will proceed to the scrapping of the item. Parts sent out of budget, same deadlines as indicated 
previously and if the customer does not accept the quote, assumes charges for the return of the item.

*Freight Paid in Material Return Freight Paid in Material Return Once you receive the material, the broken unit 
must be returned before the date indicated in sheet 3 (7 calendar days from receipt). No return will be accepted 
after this date. Always duly documented. Indicating the service to be processed. No returns are allowed after 7 
days from the shipment of the material. Any material to be returned, must firstly be authorised by JC-Electronics
Spain and must keep its original packaging and not have been installed or handled. In compliance with the 
above mentioned, a depreciation of 25% of the total will be applies, and such parts will have to be shipped as 
freight paid. Attaching the notice of dispatch of the receipt and sheet 3. Always send to the indicated address, 
never to another place, this supposes a delay in the deliveries EXCHANGE RETURNS: There will be a depreciation 
cost on the complete item, be it new or ISD, and NOT on the exchange price, complying with the previous condi-
tions of return. The URGENT handling and transportation costs cannot be refunded.

*Material returned in conditions of repair: It cannot be abraded, with oil or internal fluids, attacked by corrosive 
agents, oxidized, with dirt impossible to remove, etc, nor can it been handled by external workshops or unskilled 
personnel. These parts, including the casing, must be fitted with all their components assembled according to 
reference and composition delimited by the manufacturer, without showing breakage defects.

*Normal repair times (up to 4-5 weeks) and express repair times (up to 2-3 weeks), from the reception of the 
part, they are approximate but never exact, it all depends on the failure of the unit and the existence of the 
spare parts necessary for its repair. Such time limits may vary in a few days, both in advance and in delay.

*The delivery times of ISD, Exchange, Advance, Pack, are approximate delivery 5-7 days, but never accurate. 
If you require a scheduled delivery you must request a machine service stop 1st point (48 hours if order is proces-
sed before 12.00 am).

*Any cancellation of the order made by the customer, means a penalty charge of 15% on the total of the part and 
services contracted.

*Warranty Request, shall be decided upon reparation of the unit sent. If it is denied by date exceeded (1 year in 
ISD services, exchange and repairs from the date indicated in our delivery note) or deterioration (electrical, 
mechanical or environmental), it will be treated in billing as a standard repair out of warranty. All parts and repairs 
sent must be checked by the customer at the reception of the same. If a period of 5 calendar days is exceeded, no 
claim will be accepted for aesthetic damage or transport knocks.

If you want to keep project or parameters entered in your piece, please check the box. Otherwise, 
the unit will be shipped under the original manufacturer’s standards. In case of requesting 
parameterization service or rescue and project load, consult cost in each case.
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*All parts are checked 100% on test benches, if the part shipped does not work in the customer’s installation, a 
Warranty service must be requested, sending the part as freight paid, to our address as per in sheet 3. The 
possible failure in the installation or in peripheral or adjacent parts should be delimited. The re-testing of the part 
involves a charge of 15% of the sales price, if the guarantee does not assume it, with a minimum cost of 250€. Test 
service will be invoiced according to part value: < 500 € = 250 € ; 500 - 1.000 =300 € ; 1.000 - 2.000 = 350 € ; 2.000 - 
3.000 = 450 € > 3.000, please consult. The backup or the reload services of projects will be invoiced as testing, 
depending on the value of the part.

*Payment method: Account credit according to administrative and insurance department acceptance.

*Non Standard repairs: The part must be documented and detailed with breakdown, manuals, electrical 
diagrams and all information related to the equipment. Deadline for quote is 2-3 weeks from receipt of item.
If the quote is accepted, the estimated repair time is 4-5 weeks. If the quote is rejected, shipping and administra-
tive costs will be charged for part analysis and workshop hours; this amount will be studied and detailed in each 
case. The client shall bear the transportation costs. If you contract urgent service there will be no refund. It is not 
possible to test the equipment 100% because there are no specific test benches, that is why the customer must 
check the operation of the equipment within 7 days from the shipment. The customer must report the correct 
functioning and start the warranty of the item. In case of the repair not being functional in the installation, a 
warranty for review may be requested. Once the warranty has been reviewed, and the equipment has been 
checked to be working correctly, it will be returned. In the case that it is still not functional, 80% of the total will be 
refunded. If it has a new failure, caused by adjacent failures in the installation, it will be subject to a revision of the 
offer.

*Repair report: To request a repair report it must be indicated at the time of the request of the repair.
REPAIR REPORTS are not provided for standard or non-standard repairs that have not been requested before-
hand. This service is called "Service of expertise", please consult in advance as this service carries an additinal cost 
depending on the repair. It provides detailed report on the failed components and those which have been 
changed, it is documented with photographs and videos of the test benches. This service is used for insurance 
and claims, for example.

*User responsibility: All our products; SAT and repairs; have been tested on test benches
under manufacturer standards so we can verify its 100% functionality with its nominal values. As by the LOPD 
Privacy Policy and Data Protection Act and since we only supply the hardware, we are not responsible for internal 
information, customer projects, programming and parameterization of spare parts in the customer’s installation 
as before any of our services (repair / testing / warranty / preventive / sale / exchange / etc.) we reset all values 
contained in the part and deliver the restored part with factory values. The client must reconfigure and enter the 
existing projects in said parts, so that it is fully functional in its installation. If you wish to request a rescue service 
and/or upload its parameters and projects, you must indicate it so in the request for quotation, in order to assesit. 
The customer should check that the project and values provided are the correct ones for its replacement, both in 
firmware and in version. We are not responsible for incorrect parameters or corrupted or non-existent backups. In 
this case the project loading service will also be invoiced, with a minimum cost for the test service.

*Penalty for late payment of invoices: In case of late payment of invoicess, an increase of 5% will be applied for 
each month delay to the total of the Invoice.

*The company will assume no liability or responsibility for the consequences arising out of delays in the 
deliveries of the goods, whether due to delays by the manufacturer or the transport agency.

*The above mentioned trading conditions are deemed to be accepted, unless otherwise stated.

In case of non-compliance with any of the above conditions, we WILL ASSUME INVOICE FOR AMOUNT OF
NEW MATERIAL, as well as the return of the damaged material via DEBIT shipments.

If you want to keep project or parameters entered in your piece, please check the box. Otherwise, 
the unit will be shipped under the original manufacturer’s standards. In case of requesting 
parameterization service or rescue and project load, consult cost in each case.
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CLIENT NAME::   Nº ORDER Nº VIA MAIL:

SIGNATURE AND STAMP:

Please return this signed document along with your order number, to proceed with the shipment, the delivery 
deadlines established will be valid if this document is included. The signature of this contract means the custo-
mer’s agreement to the information set out above.

Qty: Ref:

DATE:
NAME: 
COMPANY: 
DEPARTMENT: 
ADDRESS: 
TELEPHONE: 
EMAIL:

Servic (Exe cahnge/
Repair / Waranty): 
Serial Number: Offer Nº: 

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
To expedite the repair we need a detailed report of the failure, how it behaved or what kind of error it displa-
yed and all the information related to the equipment.

JC-ELECTRONICS

DIVISION: REPARACIONES ELECTRÓNICAS 

DEPARTMENT: AUTOMATIZACION 

ADDRESS: C/ REGORDOÑO, 13

28936 - MÓSTOLES - MADRID (SPAIN) 

TELEPHONE: +34 91 685 24 03

EMAIL: ofertas@queroautomation.com

If you want to keep project or parameters entered in your piece, please check the box. Otherwise, 
the unit will be shipped under the original manufacturer’s standards. In case of requesting 
parameterization service or rescue and project load, consult cost in each case.
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Reservation Clause: JC-ELECTRONICS SPAIN will comply with the contract as long as there are no obstacles 
arising from national or international requirements of the law of foreign trade nor embargoes (and/or other 
sanctions) that prevent it, unless JC-ELECTRONICS SPAIN was already aware of those obstacles when the 
contract was concluded. The present commercial-contractual relationship is based on the basis that the Parties 
may not claim damages for contractual breaches in an amount greater than 10 per cent of the contract price, 
being excluded in any event from the loss of profits as a claim between the Parties, unless it is intentional on the 
part of the defaulting party, in which case liability may always be unlimited once the damage has been establi-
shed; in accordance with article 1.102 of the Civil Code. The provisions of this paragraph shall always take prece-
dence over any other term or condition between the parties, unless it is expressly repealed, with express referen-
ce to it.

PLEASE RETURN DAMAGED MATERIAL (freight prepaid)

ADDRESS FOR MATERIAL RETURNS
Area repairs  Electrónicas automatización

GRUPO QUERO JC-ELECTRONICS SPAIN, S.L.U.
C/ REGORDOÑO, 13
28936 - MOSTOLES
MADRID

 +34 91 685 24 03

If you want to keep project or parameters entered in your piece, please check the box. Otherwise, 
the unit will be shipped under the original manufacturer’s standards. In case of requesting 
parameterization service or rescue and project load, consult cost in each case.
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